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| Curtain Raiser   | CFA Society India gears up for the 7th edition of India Wealth Management Conference (money9.com) | • For over a decade, low-interest rates, rapid technological advances, and relatively uninterrupted globalisation has benefitted wealth creation.  
• This year’s conference will be a full-day live event with an exciting list of carefully selected speakers. The conference will be hosted at Taj Lands End, Mumbai on August 9.  
• This year has a different landscape, where we battle with increased disruption of capital flows, rising inflationary pressures, higher interest rates and the emergence of economic fences across borders.  
• The keynote speaker, Ashok Wadhwa (Group CEO, Ambit Pvt Ltd) enlightened the delegates with anecdotes from his career journey and inspiring examples from the corporate world. He encouraged finance professionals to re-emerge and recreate themselves at all points of time. |
| Broadcast Coverage | Money Special: Expert insight on investment management | Money9 English | • At the CFA Society India event, Money9 had an exclusive discussion with Abhishek Loonker on investment management market and his thoughts on the 7th Indian Wealth Management Conference.                                                                                     |
|                  | Money Special9: Exclusive insight on equity mutual funds | Money9 English | • Markets are facing issues like inflation and high interest rates. So is it right time to invest in equity mutual funds. Catch all that in our exclusive interview with Aashish Sommaiyya.                                                                                                               |
|                  | Money Special: How experts are looking at markets | Money9 English | • At the CFA Society India event, Money9 had an exclusive discussion with Anil Ghelani on market and all the factors that are impacting it.                                                                                                                                                                                                      |
• The prevalence of high economic growth, dwindling interest rates, rapid technological advances, and suave globalisation across the world has offered India its slice of prosperity that can be witnessed by rapid growth in HNIs, a scaling up of business models, and the emergence of wealth tech platforms.

• The Indian Wealth Management Conference, over the years, has proven to be a lucrative convening of influential wealth management exponents that examines trends and their impact on the investment industry. The conference also shared its occurrence with the 75th year of CFA Institute.

• The conference was attended by a list of eminent speakers & thought leaders who shared their insights on increased disruption of capital flows, rising inflationary pressures, higher interest rates, and the emergence of economic fences across borders.

• Clients are attracted to firms with trustworthy reputations, leading to more business, higher revenues, and prosperity for all.

> The seventh edition of the wealth management conference discussed at length the landscape of the wealth management, right investment strategy and risk of macroeconomic accidents.
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